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As the governing body for the sport of Basketball in the 

province, we have been mandated to provide a plan that 

will be used by all registered members and affiliate 

organizations to guide the return to sport for all organized 

and sanctioned basketball activities in the province.  

We understand that many of our members are anxious to be able to return to sport because of the

numerous positive emotional, psychological and physical benefits that it provides individuals, however

due to the continued presence of the COVID-19 virus in the country, it is imperative that we take all

reasonable

precautions in order to ensure the safety of our population. As an organization we are here to serve as a

support to all of our member organizations and look forward to working with each of you in a

collaborative manner so that you can restart your programming when the government

allows.  We appreciate that you will follow the guidelines listed in this document so that when it is time to

return to our traditional concept of basketball we will be doing so with all of our

members healthy and ready to play.

Thank You and Welcome Back,

Megan

Penno

Executive Director

Basketball Saskatchewan

INTRODUCTION

HISTORY OF REVISIONS

DESCRIPTION OF REVISIONVERSION DATE

Version 1

Version 1.2

Version 1.3

June 6th
2020

June 12th
2020

June 17th
2020

Re-Open Sask Plan inlcudes outdoor
courts

Re-Open Sask Plan excludes outdoor courts, clarifies the only
training that can occur in a gym is without a ball or hoop

Version 1.4 June 29th
2020

Outdoor training moved to phase 2, clarification on
sanctioning process



WHO  SHOULD
READ  THIS
DOCUMENT?

This document is intended for use primarily by our

Provincial/Territorial Sport Organizations (PTSO)

members as it pertains to the guidelines for the

Return to Sanctioned Sport.  We also encourage

our sport partners and the broader basketball

community to read through and use this

document when developing your own Return to

Sport plans.  Players, coaches, officials, support

staff, and administrators will all play a critical role

in combating the spread of COVID-19, both on and

off the court.

In partnership with the Department of Economic

Development of the Government of

Saskatchewan, SaskSport Inc., Canada Basketball

and in conjunction with other Provincial/National

Sports Associations, Basketball Saskatchewan

(BSI) has developed this plan for the gradual

return to the sport of basketball in a safe and

healthy manner. The plan is based on the

provincial government’s ReOpen Saskatchewan

Plan and uses a phased approach which aligns

with provincial protocols such as social

distancing, disinfecting and use of personal

protective equipment. This plan will herein be

referred to as BSI Return to Sport.

Please note that the Return to Sport plan will be

a multi-versioned document that will continue to

evolve with guidance from the provincial

government and Canada Basketball as more

details emerge.

HOW  WE
APPROACHED
CREATION  OF

THESE  GUIDELINES



Detailed below is the current BSI

Return to Sport Plan. When discussing

phases of Return to Sport it is

important to distinguish between the

phases outlined in the provincial

ReOpen Saskatchewan Plan, and BSI

Return to Sport. The arrows below

indicate which phase indoor and

outdoor basketball is currently in. Our

Return to Sport phases reference the

guidelines in the Province’s Plan, but it

is important to note that the phases

don’t necessarily occur at the same

point in time.

It is important to remember that the

BSI Return to Sport plan is in

specifically in regards to Organized and

Sanctioned activities, which can cover

both individual, small group and team

training/competitions.

Phase 5
Long Term Restrictions are lifted

Phase 1
1v0 Training

Phase 2 
Small Group Training 

Phase 3 
Group Training

Phase 4 
Group Training and Restricted Competitions

Indoor Outdoor

RETURN   TO
SPORT  PHASES



Each organization, club and program

must create a plan (Herein referred

to as a Return to Play plan) that is in

compliance with the sector guidelines

laid out in this document and then

submitted to Basketball Saskatchewan

for official sanctioning for return to

play.  BSI will only extend any insurance

coverage to an organization, 

club or program that is sanctioned.

BSI recommends the following plans,

declarations, and waivers for each

of our member organizations to use

when creating their own Return to Play

plan (we will be providing you with

templates as they become finalized):

REQUIREMENTS
FOR  SANCTIONING

APPROVAL

Risk Management
Outbreak Plan 

DESCRIPTION

Risk Assessment

DOCUMENT

The Return to Play plan developed by your organization will be
based on a completed Risk Assessment that considers the type
of activities and the venue(s) where these activities will occur.

 Information in this document will outline guidelines for risk
management. Outbreak plans will cover what your organization

will do if a player in your program tests positive for COVID-19
 or an outbreak is declared in your community.

Participant
 Agreement
Declaration

Participant Waiver
Assumption of Risk 

Coach/Officials
 Waiver 

Declaration Forms are used to document a person indicating
whether they have any symptoms.

Waivers/Assumptionof Risk Forms are used at the beginning of a
season/event to have documentation that the participant

acknowledges the risk involved in participating and absolves the
organization or responsibility if something does occur.



NOTE: ORGANIZATION'S ARE REQUIRED TO SUBMIT ONE RETURN TO PLAY PLAN

AT WHICHEVER POINT THEY ENTER IN PHASES 1-3; AN ADDITIONAL RETURN TO

PLAY PLAN WILL NEED TO SUBMITTED IN PHASE 4

SANCTIONING PROCESS

Review Current Return to
Sport Plan

Submit Return to Play Plan At
Least One Week Prior to 

Start of Programming

Members Complete Risk 
Assement and Mitgation

Plan

Receive Sanctioning 
Approval to Resume

Actvities

Program Operates

STARTING POINT



GENERAL
GUIDELINES  FOR
REDUCING  THE  
RISK  OF  COVID  19

Every participant has the obligation to

actively reduce their personal risk of

contracting or transmitting COVID-19. 

Detailed below are recommended roles

and responsibilities for attending

organized training

Stay  home if you 
are sick

Saskatchewan
Healthline contact #

811
Avoid touching your

face

Wash your hands
before during and

after play

RESPONSIBILITIES

Check-in
Coordinator

Playing Area
Supervisor

Coaches

Take attendance
Administer Declaration Requirements

Ensure Handwashing

Ensures that the health rules and regulations are followed
(including social distancing requirements and equipment

cleanliness)
Manages situation if a participant feels unwell

Manages training content and layout of court to promote social
distancing requirements) Brings their own ball/equipment for

any demonstrations

ROLE

People can take on multiple supervisor roles

SUPERVISORY



GENERAL
GUIDELINES  FOR
REDUCING  THE  
RISK  OF  COVID  19

Continued from

previous page

Stay  home if you 
are sick

Saskatchewan
Healthline contact #

811
Avoid touching your

face

Wash your hands
before during and

after play

PLAYERS

ROLE
ROLEBEFORE TRAINING DURING TRAINING AFTER TRAINING

Understand

how you are supposed to

access the facility

Wash your hands thoroughly

(use hand sanitizer if soap

and water are not available)

Arrive at facility already in

your basketball gear

Make sure all of your

equipment has been cleaned

prior to use

Bring your own full water

bottle and ensure it is clearly

labelled

Avoid touching all

unnecessary surfaces

(benches, chairs, tables etc.)

Avoid touching your face

after handling a ball or other

equipment.  Wash your

hands promptly if you have

touched

your eyes, nose or mouth

Do not share food, drinks or

towels

Stay in your designated area

Maintain social distancing

during breaks

Do not retrieve another

players ball

Leave facility/playing area

immediately after training

Wash hands thoroughly (use

hand sanitizer if soap and

water are not available)

Avoid using shared spaces

 like locker rooms



Phase 1
1v0 Skill Training

Phase 2
 Small Group Training

Phase 3
 Group Training

Phase 4
 Restricted Comp.

Phyiscal

Distance

Insurance &

Documentation

Facilities

Group Size

Sports

Equipment

Safety

Equipment

Permitted

Activties

Prohibited

Activties

Competitions

Physical

Contact

Spectators

Participants are allowed to create a “Basketball Bubble” of up to 8 people (6 players and 2

supervisors/coaches/spectators).  The bubble should remain constant over a period of time (i.e.

don’t change up the participants every time you get together). Before you switch the members

in your bubble there will need be a transition period of 10-14 days where any events use Return

to Sport Phase 1 guidelines.

BSI member organizations, clubs and programs must have received confirmation of

sanctioning your Phase 1 activity to activate their regular insurance policy NOTE: Claims related

to COVID-19 that applies to accident and liability coverage is not covered in BSI insurance policy

as part of the updated pandemic exclusion clause present in all sports insurance coverage.

On a court with dimensions of at least 24 metres by 14 metres (ex. high school gym) up to 15

people can be on a court. If court size is smaller than that than a maximum of 8 people can be

on a court.  Up to 2 players can use a hoop at a time but they cannot share a  basketball and

must still maintain the appropriate physical distance

All participants (including coach) must supply and use their own basketball.  They are required

to be sanitized before and after use. Sharing of basketballs is prohibited at this stage (including

rebounding, passing, and 2 ball drills).  If coach brings extra equipment (pylons) they are the

only person that can touch them and they must be sanitized.

Recommended that everyone at an indoor court uses a mask.

Individual skills work adhering to physical distancing and group sizes outlined

above.  This includes non-contact drills,conditioning and strength training activities

Contact activities (including 1v1 up to 5v5 games, scrimmages, drills that would break

physical distancing requirements)

Challenge activities which can include competition between 2 or more players but without

opposition (ie no possibility of contact) are allowed.  These challenges can take the form of

shooting/scoring games, accumulating points in a specific time, completing a series of tasks

in a race format etc. These activities can be carried out with 2 or more players, with or without

a ball

Not permitted in this phase, including during coach instruction and correction 

(High  fives, etc)

Only allowed if the spectator is a parent/guardian of a player who is younger than

12, AND the spectators are able to maintain proper physical distance from each other, AND

participants and the total number of people at the facility (players, coaches, staff and

spectators) must be within the gathering guidelines from the Re-Open Saskatchewan Plan

Contact each venue manager for guidelines to their facility. Outdoor courts are encouraged.



Phase 1
1v0 Skill Training

Phase 2
 Small Group Training

Phase 3
 Group Training

Phase 4
 Restricted Comp.

Phyiscal

Distance

Insurance &

Documentation

Facilities

Group Size

Sports

Equipment

Safety

Equipment

Permitted

Activties

Prohibited

Activties

Competitions

Physical

Contact

Spectators

BSI member organizations, clubs and programs must have received confirmation of

sanctioning your Phase 1 activity to activte their regular insurance policy NOTE: Claims related

to COVID-19 that applies to accident and liability coverage is not covered in BSI insurance

policy as part of the updated pandemic exclusion clause present in all sports insurance

coverage.

Contact each venue manager for guidelines to their facility. Outdoor courts are encouraged.

On a court with dimensions of at least 24 metres by 14 metres (ex. high school gym) up to 15

people can be on a court. If court size is smaller than that than a maximum of 8 people can be

on a court.  Up to 2 players can use a hoop at a time but they cannot share a  basketball and

must still maintain the appropriate physical distance

Groups of eight (6 athletes and 2 other) are able to share basketballs and equipment.  All

equipment is required to be sanitized before and after use.

No masks for participants; masks are recommended for spectators

Individual skills work adhering to physical distancing and group sizes outlined

above.  This includes non-contact drills,conditioning and strength training activities

Formal games with officials, or 4v4 and 5v5 are prohibited in this phase

Challenge Activities within Phase 1 for entire team AND limited contact competitions as

described above in the permitted “Basketball Bubble”

Permitted within "Basketball Bubble"

Only allowed if the spectator is a parent/guardian of a player who is younger than

12, AND the spectators are able to maintain proper physical distance from each other, AND

participants and the total number of people at the facility (players, coaches, staff and

spectators) must be within the gathering guidelines from the Re-Open Saskatchewan Plan

Participants are allowed to create a “Basketball Bubble” of up to 8 people (6 players and 2
supervisors/coaches/spectators).  The bubble should remain constant over a period of time
(i.e. don’t change up the participants every time you get together). Before you switch the

members in your bubble there will need be a transition period of 10-14 days where any
events use Return to Sport Phase 1 guidelines.



Phase 1
1v0 Skill Training

Phase 2
 Small Group Training

Phase 3
 Group Training

Phase 4
 Restricted Comp.

Phyiscal

Distance

Insurance &

Documentation

Facilities

Group Size

Sports

Equipment

Safety

Equipment

Permitted

Activties

Prohibited

Activties

Competitions

Physical

Contact

Spectators

BSI member organizations, clubs and programs must have received confirmation of

sanctioning your Phase  2 activity to activte their regular insurance policy NOTE: Claims

related to COVID-19 that applies to accident and liability coverage is not covered in BSI

insurance policy as part of the updated pandemic exclusion clause present in all sports

insurance coverage.

Contact each venue manager for guidelines to their facility. Outdoor courts are encouraged as

weather permits. 

The “Basketball Bubble” can be on a court of any size

The people within the “Basketball Bubble” are able to share basketballs, and

equipment. All equipment is required to be sanitized before and after use.

No masks for participants; masks are recommended for spectators

Individual skill work, small group training and contact drills.  Contact drills can go

up to 5v5.

Formal games with officials, or 4v4 and 5v5 are prohibited in this phase

Challenge Activities within Phase 1 for entire team AND limited contact competitions as

described above in the permitted “Basketball Bubble”

Permitted within "Basketball Bubble"

Only allowed if the spectator is a parent/guardian of a player who is younger than

12, AND the spectators are able to maintain proper physical distance from each other, AND

participants and the total number of people at the facility (players, coaches, staff and

spectators) must be within the gathering guidelines from the Re-Open Saskatchewan Plan

Participants are allowed to create a “Basketball Bubble” of up to 16 people.  The bubble
should remain constant over a period of time (i.e. don’t change up the participants every

time you get together). Before you switch the members in your bubble there will need be a
transition period of 10-14 days where any events use Return to Sport Phase 1 guidelines.



Phase 1
1v0 Skill Training

Phase 2
 Small Group Training

Phase 3
 Group Training

Phase 4
 Restricted Comp.

Phyiscal

Distance

Insurance &

Documentation

Facilities

Group Size

Sports

Equipment

Safety

Equipment

Permitted

Activties

Prohibited

Activties

Competitions

Physical

Contact

Spectators

BSI member organizations, clubs and programs must have received confirmation of

sanctioning your Phase  3 activity to activte their regular insurance policy NOTE: Claims

related to COVID-19 that applies to accident and liability coverage is not covered in BSI

insurance policy as part of the updated pandemic exclusion clause present in all sports

insurance coverage.

Contact each venue manager for guidelines to their facility. Outdoor courts are encouraged as

weather permits. 

TBD

The people within the “Basketball Bubble” are able to share basketballs, and

equipment. All equipment is required to be sanitized before and after use.

No masks for participants; minor officials and spectators are recommended to wear masks

Individual skill work, small group activities, contact drills and restricted competitions contact

drills and restricted competitions can go up to 5v5.

TBD

TBD

Permitted within "Basketball Bubble"

Only allowed if the spectator is a parent/guardian of a player who is younger than

12, AND the spectators are able to maintain proper physical distance from each other, AND

participants and the total number of people at the facility (players, coaches, staff and

spectators) must be within the gathering guidelines from the Re-Open Saskatchewan Plan

TBD



The information included in this guide is current for the

time of publishing and is aligned with the current

recommendations from national and international

bodies, including the World Health Organization (WHO)

and Public Health Canada. However, recommendations

may change depending on daily provincial, local and

global COVID-19 situation reports; local resources should

also be consulted for up to date information.

The information and recommendations outlined within

this guide should be used to develop individual plans

that evaluate the unique risks that each training

environment presents. This document is to supplement

and not replace applicable law and the information

provided by public health authorities. Individuals in

consultation with a medical professional should also

assess and evaluate their own personal risks.

LEGAL  DISCLAIMER :

RESOURCES

All resources can be found on the Basketball Saskatchewan

Return to Sport Webpage at www.basketballsask.com


